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Abstract
This article explores the application of a tree-based feature extraction algorithm for
the widely-used MSER features, and proposes a Tree of Shapes based detector of Maximally Stable Regions. Changing an underlying component tree in the algorithm allows
considering alternative properties and pixel orderings for extracting the Maximally Stable Regions. Differences introduced to the region structure with changing the underlying
tree are discussed, as well as the spatial organization of the detected regions imposed by
using a self-dual image representation for detection.
Performance evaluation is carried out on a standard matching benchmark in terms of
repeat ability and matching score under different image transformations, as well as in a
large scale image retrieval setup, measuring Mean Average Precision. The proposed descriptor is compared to the standard MSER implementation as well as a tree-based MSER
implementation, achieving competitive results in the matching setup and outperforming
the baseline MSER in the retrieval experiments.
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Introduction

Detection of local features is the base step in many computer vision applications, providing a
compact representation of the image by only considering the selected salient points. A good
feature detector will provide features which are distinctive, invariant and discriminate.
The development of affine invariant detectors was driven by their robustness against
viewpoint change as one of the most common scene transformations between images. Many
different detectors were developed; detectors such as SIFT (DoG) [21], SURF [5], Hessian
and Harris-Affine [23] and KAZE [1] operate in scale space to achieve multiscale image
processing. A recent MFD detector [3] is also based on image gradient, but without explicit
scale space construction. Others, like BPLR [19] and WαSH [38] rely on edges and boundaries, while MSER [22] detects features on multiple scales based on image contrast and
region intensity. These detectors are often complementary (and can be used in combination),
providing features responding to corners, ridges or blobs (contrasted regions).
We focus here on the Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER), a fast detector based
on image intensity, responding to blobs of high contrast and producing affine invariant,
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highly featured regions of arbitrary shapes. Performance benchmarking done both by Mikolajczyk et al. [24] as well as Fraundorfer and Bischof [13] has identified the MSER detector
as one of the best local region detectors due to its robustness against viewpoint, rotation,
scale and lighting changes. As such, it has been used in applications ranging from object
recognition [29], image retrieval [27], recognition and matching [12], tracking [10], to recent use in text detection [9, 15]. Extensions for color [12] and for better robustness against
blur [11] were also proposed in the literature.
Based on the hierarchical ordering of the MSER detections shown in [10], an algorithm
using the Min and Max-tree hierarchies [18, 34] to determine MSER regions was introduced
by Nistér and Stewénius [28]. Extending the idea put forward in [8], the algorithm [28] can
be applied to any component tree exhibiting invariant properties.
This paper proposes detecting Maximally Stable Regions on the Tree of Shapes [25, 37].
With a small but consistent increase in the number of responses mitigating the drawback of
the MSER detector due to a sometimes small number of features, the detector is still suited
for image retrieval applications. The performance of the proposed descriptor is evaluated
using the image matching framework of Mikolajczyk et al. [24], as well as in a retrieval
setup using VLAD [17] indexing.
Next section summarizes the contributions of the paper in relation to the current literature. Following, in Sec. 3 we recall the MSER regions, Min and Max-trees and how they are
used for feature detection. Section 4 introduces the Tree of Shapes and explains its use in
the tree-based MSER detection algorithm. The evaluation of the newly constructed detector
follows in Sec. 5, and Sec. 6 concludes the paper.

2

Contributions and related work

While the MSER regions are based on strict intensity ordering of the pixels, Maximally
Stable Regions could be detected in a similar manner using a different ordering and thus
producing features with different stability properties [22]. We propose a new feature detector,
constructed by replacing the Max and Min-trees with the Tree of Shapes [25, 37] in the
MSER construction algorithm [28], effectively replacing the intensity ordering on the pixels.
Additional information the MSER detector provides could prove an added advantage
of this detector in image retrieval, however it is not commonly integrated and exploited
in the state-of-the-art the retrieval schemes. Firstly, the arbitrary shape of these regions
allows constructing feature descriptors including shape information [6, 11] (as opposed to
using only the prevalent SIFT [21] descriptor). Secondly, the MSER detector organizes its
responses into (two) nested hierarchies [10]. This allows for the possibility of constructing
an indexing scheme utilizing the provided spatial relations between the salient regions of the
image in addition to region descriptors, improving on state-of-the-art approximate search
schemes [17, 20, 35] which include no spatial information.
In addition to organizing the detections in a single hierarchy due to the self-dual property of the tree, using the Tree of Shapes instead of the Min and Max-tree lessens one of
the main drawbacks of MSER detector. While a small number of responses has limited the
use of MSER in applications requiring a higher number of matches (e.g. mosaicking, 3D
modeling, registration), the number of MSER responses is occasionally too small even for
the applications where it is important to limit the number of responses (e.g. image retrieval)
as the vocabulary size and consequently indexing and search speed will depend on the number of descriptors provided. We show that the proposed detector produces only 20%–40%
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Table 1: MSER parameters values for both detectors and their effect on the number of detections.
Parameter
∆
minSize
maxSize
maxVariation
minDiversity

Effect of increase on
the number of detections
decrease
decrease
increase
increase
decrease

Max-/Min-tree

ToS

7
30
1%
0.45
0.25

5
30
1%
0.4
0.25

more responses. This small but consistent increase results in performance improvement over
MSER, without the severe effect on the retrieval speed resulting from using more heavily
featured detectors (such as e.g. Hessian-Affine [23]).
Another detector, based on the MSER algorithm, but only relying on the topological information in the tree, was presented in [41]. The number of responses is greatly increased
(up to a 6-fold increase compared to MSER), with competitive repeatability scores in the
Mikolajczyk et al. [24] framework. These properties make it well suited for the target applications of 3D reconstruction and image registration, however make it unfeasible to use in
image retrieval application.

3
3.1

Background – tree-based MSER detection
MSER regions

The MSER detector was first introduced by Matas et al. [22], using a union-find based approach. The detector selects the salient regions among the extremal regions of an image
I, defined by the extremal property of the image intensity function f on the region outer
boundary. Among these regions, minimal (resp. maximal) extremal regions are such connected regions R of the image that all the elements on the outer boundary have strictly greater
(resp. smaller) intensity than all the adjacent region elements.
We denote by Rk a minimal extremal region with the maximal intensity level k of all the
elements in the region. Similarly, Rk denotes a maximal extremal region of minimal intensity
level k among the region elements. Minimal extremal regions are nested for increasing k,
i.e. Rk ⊆ Rl for any k < l, and similar relation holds true for maximal extremal regions [10].
A function q(·), calculated for the elements of a nested sequence, indicates the rate of
growth of a region with the change of intensity. The minimal extremal regions Rk where this
function reaches a local minimum are labeled maximally stable (minimal) extremal regions,
and similarly for the local minima of the stability function q(·) on the nested sequences of
maximal extremal regions. In order to speed up the computation as well as resolve certain ambiguities from the original definition, implementations in popular computer vision
libraries (e.g VLFeat [39]), as well as our implementation, use a simplified versions of the
stability function:
|Rk+∆ \Rk |
q0 (Rk ) =
.
(1)
|Rk |
where | · | denotes cardinality. The parameter ∆ is the parameter of the method. A larger ∆
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Figure 1: The original image is displayed in subfigure (a). Subfigures (b) and (c) show
the corresponding Min-tree and Max-tree, respectively. The Tree of Shapes is displayed in
subfigure (d).
parameter requires the region to be stable through a greater range of gray levels. The region
Rk+∆ is determined from the sequence of nested regions to be the largest region such that:
d(Rk , Rk+∆ ) ≤ ∆.

(2)

The distance between the regions d(·) is defined hereafter depending on the region type.
Additional parameters to control the size of the detected regions, limit the maximal allowed value of the stability function as well as restrict the detections to only sufficiently
different nested regions are also introduced to the detection method. The list of these parameters as well as their effect on the number of detections can be found in Table 1.

3.2

Min and Max-trees

Min and Max-tree image representations were first introduced by Salembier et al. [34] and
Jones [18]. These and other component trees originating from Mathematical Morphology
encode the composition of complex images by proposing unions of simpler image regions
most likely to compose objects [40] on different scales. Regions at the same scale are in
horizontal relations within the hierarchy, while vertical relations denote nesting between
regions at different scales.
Both Min and Max-tree are complete image representations, allowing for full image
reconstruction. However, the Min-tree of the image I models the composition of the image
using only the dark image structures, while the dual hierarchy, the Max-tree (corresponding
to the Min-tree of the inverted image −I) has to be used for handling bright objects. As
such, even though both representations are complete, they are usually used as a pair of dual
representations causing redundancy.
The leaves of the Min-tree correspond to local image minima, while the inner nodes
are connected regions R of the image at different gray levels k with the following property:
∀p ∈ R, f (p) ≤ k. These regions for the gray level k correspond to minimal extremal regions
Rk , and are shown on Fig. 1(b) for the image displayed in Fig. 1(a).
A minimal extremal region Rk will make a new node at the level k of the tree. This node
can either become:
• a leaf node if it does not include the regions of any previously constructed nodes (it is
a local minimum),
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• a parent node to all the previously constructed nodes at lower levels, which are nested
in the region of the new node: Rk0 ⊂ Rk , k0 < k.
Finally, the region Rmax at the highest gray level present in the image has only one connected
component covering the whole image domain. This region becomes the root of the tree,
unifying all the branches. The distance between two nodes in an ancestral relation, Rk and
Rl , with k < l, is calculated as their gray level difference d(Rk , Rl ) = |l − k|. This distance
is then used to determine the corresponding region Rk+∆ from Eq. (1), when the Min and
Max-trees are used for MSER detection.
The Min-tree construction algorithm proposed in [28] adopts the bottom up approach,
which allows direct computation of the MSER stability function according to Eq. (1) during
the tree construction. Selecting the regions, as well as enforcing other restrictions from
Table 1 is done by filtering, and the resulting selected regions retain the hierarchical structure
in the filtered tree. Selecting regions from the Min-tree results in detecting the minimal
MSERs, while the Max-tree has to be used for maximal MSER detection.

4
4.1

Maximally Stable Regions on Tree of Shapes
Tree of Shapes

Unlike the Min and Max-trees which only model the dark or the bright image structures, the
Tree of Shapes (ToS) [25, 37] encodes the image composition in terms of objects and shapes,
based on their contrast with their background. The bright and dark structures in the image
are treated equivalently. Because of this, it can better model non-homogeneous objects as
well as certain textures. The resulting tree is a complete, non-redundant, contrast invariant
and self-dual representation of the image. The self-dual property of this tree signifies that
the ToS of an image I and inverted image −I are the same.
The leaves of this tree correspond to all the local extrema of the image. Nodes of the tree
correspond to shapes – connected regions acquired by filling the holes on all the extremal
regions present in the Max-tree and the Min-tree [25]. This definition ensures that shapes do
not intersect, but instead either contain one another or are disjoint (cf. [4, 37] for the proof of
this property). After filling the holes on all the maximal and minimal extremal regions of the
image in Fig. 1(a), there are only 5 distinct shapes remaining. The tree formed as a hierarchy
of these shapes is displayed in Fig. 1(d).
A node corresponding to a shape R is the direct parent of the node corresponding to
the shape Q if R is the smallest shape containing Q. The leaves of the tree correspond
to local image extrema as there are no smaller shapes contained in the extrema regions.
While constructing the region R corresponding to an inner node, it can be observed that it is
composed of the image elements of all of its children and some additional image elements.
These additional elements are always on the same gray level k. Let child(R) be the set of all
the c children of R, then:
∀p, q ∈ R, p, q 6∈ child(R), 0 ≤ i ≤ c =⇒ f (p) = f (q) = k

(3)

Thus, the node whose all additional elements are on the level k according to Eq. (3) will be
referred to as Rk .
We define the distance between the regions of the ToS based on the pair-wise difference
between neighboring node levels. The distance between any two regions Rk ⊆ Rl amounts
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Detections using the tree-based MSER implementation are shown in (a), and the
ToS-MSR output is shown in (b). The outputs of both detectors are calculated for the first
image of the ’bikes’ dataset from the Mikolajczyk et al. [24] framework.
to the sum of consecutive distances of all the nested regions on a path Rk ⊆ Rk0 ⊆ · · · ⊆
Rkx ⊆ Rl and is equal to:
d(Rk , Rl ) = |k − k0 | + |k0 − k1 | + · · · + |kx − l|.

(4)

.

4.2

Detector construction

In order to obtain a competitive tree-based detector by applying the algorithm from [28] on a
different component tree, two different conditions must be met. First, the construction complexity of the chosen tree must be low enough to ensure acceptable detector speed. Second,
a distance between any two nodes in a nested region sequence in the tree needs to be defined.
A simple attempt in constructing a ToS based detector similar to MSER was put forward
in [8]. However, it was never deeply explored as there were no efficient state-of-the-art
construction algorithms for ToS. Also, the proposed stability function was only based on the
direct parent in a nested sequence, and thus it was not possible to parametrize the desired
stability well. However, the near-linear construction algorithm proposed recently by Géraud
et al. [14], together with the pair-wise distance in Eq. (4) between the nodes of the ToS, make
substituting the Min and Max-trees in [28] with the ToS a viable option.
The resulting detector, the Tree of Shapes based Maximally Stable Regions (ToS-MSR)
responds to similar regions as the original MSER detector but provides more features. The
regions are still of arbitrary shape, but no longer have holes present. While this still allows
exploiting shape information in region descriptors, it also benefits the results when affine
construction methods are used to transform the detected, distinguished regions into measurement regions. A common approach of fitting an ellipse based on the second order region
moments will result in better centralized ellipse region used as the descriptor input due to
the lack of holes in the regions. It only uses the one, self-dual, tree to determine the salient
regions and thus also provides spatial relations between all the regions as a single hierarchy.
The regions detected by the tree-based MSER implementation and the ToS-MSR detector
are displayed in Fig. 2.
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Results

We use two different experimental setups to evaluate the proposed ToS-MSR detector. In the
framework proposed by Mikolajczyk et al. [24], we measure the repeatability and matching
score of the detector on the dataset provided with the framework. The second setup measures
the Mean Average Precision (MAP) of large-scale retrieval system using VLAD indexing
[17]. The ’paris6k’ [31] dataset is used as the training set, while the INRIA ’holidays’ [16]
and ’oxford5k’ [30] datasets are used for evaluation. All four of the used datasets are public
and widely used, with matching and retrieval results available.
In both experiments, we compare our detector to the MSER detector, using the corresponding executable provided for [24]. As some of the method parameters are hidden in
the provided implementation, we also use our tree-based implementation of MSER for comparison. The parameters of both tree-based detectors were set up so that their repeatability
and matching score would closely follow that of the provided MSER implementation on the
datasets with viewpoint changes provided with [24]. This was done as viewpoint changes
are among the most common image transformations, and using a different dataset to tune the
parameters would likely produce slightly different results. The average performance on the
viewpoint datasets is shown in Fig. 3(a), while the final parameter choice can be found in
Table 1.

5.1

Region matching

The framework of Mikolajczyk et al. [24] investigates the impact of using different detectors
on the performance of matching application when different types of changes are introduced
to the dataset. The scenes are divided into structured and textured, and the image transformations examined are the change in viewpoint, rotation and zoom, blur, illumination and
lossy compression. While the repeatability measure provides a theoretical upper limit of the
performance regardless of the descriptor, the matching scores are obtained using the 128dimensional SIFT [21] descriptor (implementation provided with the datasets).
The results for selected datasets are shown in Fig. 3. The first row (Fig. 3(a)) corresponds to the average performance on the viewpoint changes dataset (’graffiti’ and ’wall’),
used to determine the parameters of the detectors. The second row (Fig. 3(b)) shows an example of ToS-MSR outperforming the provided MSER implementation, for scale changes
on a textured dataset. The third row (Fig. 3(c)) corresponds to a typical situation across most
datasets, where all three detectors report a similar repeatability and matching score, shown
on the structured scene dataset with blur. Detector responses shown in Fig. 2 correspond to
images of this dataset. The fourth row (Fig. 3(d)) shows the dataset with the poorest performance of ToS-MSR. However, the maximal decrease is no more than 10% in repeatability
and matching scores with respect to MSER. It is important to note that the ToS-MSR still
outperforms other detectors examined in [24] for this dataset.
Additionally, it is visible that the number of (correctly matched) features is consistently
higher for ToS-MSR detector. This is especially important on difficult image transformations
where an extremely low number of MSER correspondences becomes a limiting factor (as in
Fig. 3(b)–(d)).
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Figure 3: Repeatability, matching score and number of correct matches for select representative datasets of the Mikolajczyk et al. [24] framework (the labels on the x-axis correspond
to severity of the transformation present in the particular dataset). Datasets in shown (b)–(d)
are the ones with the lowest number of MSER detections in the framework (i.e. where the
increase in the number of correspondences is the most valuable

5.2

Image retrieval

For the second experiment, we compare the detector performance in an image retrieval setup.
RootSIFT [2] descriptors are calculated for the detected regions, and the VLAD indexing
scheme [17] is then used to obtain global image descriptors. Before feature detection and
description, we have resized the images from all datasets to a maximum of 786432 pixels
and performed a slight intensity normalization, similarly to [16]. The vocabulary is created
based on the ’paris6k’ dataset, containing 6392 images of Paris landmarks [31].
Evaluating the performance was done on two different datasets: the INRIA ’holidays’
[16] and ’oxford5k’ [30]. The ’holidays’ dataset contains a total of 1491 images, sorted in
500 different groups, and includes a variety of scene types. The ’oxford5k’ comprises 5062
images of Oxford landmarks as well as distractor images.
The performance is measured in terms of Mean Average Precision (MAP), based on
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detector
MSER
tree MSER
ToS-MSR

’holidays’
features
MAP
mean
high
914.78 0.434 0.451
1000.57 0.419 0.431
1295.85 0.451 0.462

9

’oxford5k’
features
MAP
mean
high
874.02 0.227 0.252
931.08 0.222 0.232
1160.98 0.239 0.250

Table 2: Results of the image retrieval experiments, using ’paris6k’ for vocabulary training
for the VLAD indexing, and ’holidays’ and ’oxford5k’ for validation. Mean and best MAP
values over 8 experiments with randomly reinitialized vocabulary.
8 repetitions of the experiment (reinitializing the vocabulary every time) and is shown in
Table 2. The proposed detector outperforms both versions of MSER, with a small but consistent increase in the number of features (when compared to detectors with many responses,
e.g. Hessian-Affine which produce up to 4 times more detections than MSER). The increase
is present in all three datasets used (’holidays’ not shown), ranging from 20–30% compared
to tree-based MSER implementation and 30–40% when compared to the provided implementation. A lower performance on the ’oxford5k’ dataset as compared to ’holidays’ is most
likely due to the increased dataset size as well as the distractor images present.

6

Conclusion and discussion

In this paper we demonstrate successfully changing an underlying tree in the MSER detection algorithm to produce Maximally Stable Regions (MSR) based on pixel ordering different
than intensity. The proposed ToS-MSR detector reports similar repeatability and matching
scores (within 5% difference on 7 out of 8 considered dataset with the exception shown in
Fig. 3(d)) in the matching framework focusing against robustness against image transformations. Moreover, we also apply the detector to the context of image retrieval, and outperform
the MSER detector in a large scale retrieval experiment in terms of Mean Average Precision,
using two datasets representing a variety of scenes. As part of future work, testing against
other state-of-the-art detectors (as well as performance in combination with complementary
detectors) is planned.
Using a ToS as the underlying tree changes the properties of the detected features according to the tree properties and results in features without holes but still of arbitrary shape
(inducing better positioning of the measurement regions as inputs to descriptor methods). It
also organizes the detected regions in a single hierarchy, encoding spatial relations between
the features. Analyzing general tree characteristics (i.e. number of nodes, distribution of their
sizes, distribution of nodes through tree levels) as part of the future work could prove useful in determining the optimal parameter choices allowing for good-quality regions without
overly restricting the number of responses.
A modest increase in the number of detections (between 20 and 40%) helps with the
drawback of the sometimes too-sparse MSER detector, while staying low enough as to not
significantly effect indexing and search speed in retrieval. Recent advances in the ToS construction algorithms (as well as the detector using a single tree instead of two) allow for
competitive detector speed as well. Combinations with other known MSER improvements
[11, 12] could also be considered.
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Furthermore, this work as well as work of [41] opens up the possibility of investigating other component trees from Mathematical Morphology (e.g. [26, 32, 36]) for feature
detection in retrieval and other applications. The alternative properties of regions based on
different trees could prove well suited for a particular type of scene or application. Additional flexibility in modifying the pixel ordering in the MSR detector could be achieved by
filtering the basic component trees (cf. e.g. [33]) or changing the hierarchy inherent distance
by imposing different levels to the tree regions, based on an attribute of choice [7].
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